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ERP experts to discuss Tricks and Tips to Accelerate ROI from 
ERP Investments 
 

PRINCETON, N.J., May 03, 2010 - : Zynapse - a division of Zycus that provides Master Data Management 
Solutions for ERP projects announced today that it is sponsoring an exclusive webinar “Accelerating ROI 
from your ERP Investments: The Master Data Management Route”, to discuss how MDM integrated into ERP 
initiatives drives organizational success. 

 
This 60-minute webcast will be streamed live over the Web at 2:00 pm ET/11:00 am PTon Thursday, May 19, 
2011. The Expert Panel addressing the audience will be Mike Ferguson, Managing Director, Intelligent Business 
Strategies Limited and Arthur Raguette, Vice President, Business Development, Zycus Inc. 

 

“Master Data Management helps analyze and pivot data on various dimensions which when integrated with 

ERP projects becomes a key enterprise capability and enables the modern global enterprise to make faster 

and better management decisions with grater business intelligence.” explains Arthur Raguette 

 

 In the web event, the experts will talk about: 

• Cost of ERP complexity in an increasingly connected global business and the need for business 

simplification to generate faster decision making. 

• Improving ERP processing through Master Data Management and generating greater ROI  

• Improving Inventory management, operational efficiency and procurement by synchronizing master data 

across ERP systems. 

• How an ERP system synchronized with MDM fuels accurate Business Intelligence which drives better 

decision making, risk management, compliance and profitability. 

 

“As the economies of the world shift back into growth mode and the Big ERP’s back,” says Anurag Dixit, Vice 
President of Global Marketing for Zycus, “companies need to be thinking about how to accelerate the returns 
from their ERP investments in a quicker and better way. Master data management initiatives can be used 
proactively to drive innovation, responsiveness and growth for enterprise processes like procurement, product 

and supply chain management, and even extend to excellent marketing and customer retention.” 
 
Registration to view this webcast is free of charge, courtesy of Zycus. Click here to register for this 

event today. 
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